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ABSTRACT: A thorough knowledge of the interaction
energy between a hollow particle (HP) and a surface or
between two HPs is critical to the optimization of HP-based
products and assessing the environmental risks of HPs and
HP-associated pollutants. The van der Waals (vdW) energy
between a HP and a surface is often calculated by subtracting
the vdW energies of the inner and outer HP geometries. In
this study, we show that this subtraction method is only valid
when the interior and exterior fluids are the same, for example,
for water-filled HPs (WHPs) dispersed in an aqueous
solution. Expressions were developed to calculate the vdW
energies for HPs whose interiors were filled with air (AHPs).
The vdW energies were then calculated between a planar surface and a spherical or cylindrical WHP and AHP, and between
WHPs or AHPs. The vdW attraction between a surface and a WHP was decreased at large separation distances compared to
solid particles, and this reduced the depth of the secondary minimum. In contrast, the vdW attraction for AHPs and a surface
was significantly reduced at all separation distances, and even became repulsive for thin shells, and this inhibited both primary
and secondary minimum interactions. The vdW attraction between WHPs decreased with increasing shell thicknesses, and this
reduced aggregation in both primary and secondary minima. In contrast, aggregation of AHPs was increased in both minima
with decreasing shell thicknesses because of an increase in vdW attraction. Our theoretical calculations show the evolution of
vdW and total interaction energies for HPs with different interior fluids and shell thicknesses. These results help explain various
experimental observations such as inhibited attachment and favorable aggregation for AHPs (e.g., carbon nanotubes) and
favorable bubble coalescence.

■ INTRODUCTION

Hollow particles (HPs) have attracted considerable interest for
the past few decades because of their fascinating properties
such as large surface area, low density, and high loading
capacity.1 For example, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are typical
HPs of cylindrical shape that were discovered a few years after
the spherical Buckminsterfullerene in 1985.2 CNTs possess
unique electronic, mechanic, and structural properties, which
make them particularly useful in technological applications.3

Examples include drug delivery, coatings and films, energy
storage, biosensors, and water treatment.4 In addition to
cylindrical CNTs, spherical HPs have found wide applications
as catalysts, in lithium-ion batteries, and in minireactors.5,6

Some applications of HPs require their attachment on the
surfaces of bulk materials which is controlled by interaction
energies/forces.7,8 A thorough understanding of the HP−
surface interaction energies is therefore critical to the creation
and optimization of HP-based products. In addition, the wide

production and application of HPs will inevitably lead to their
release into subsurface environments such as soil and
sediments.9 Some HPs can strongly absorb pollutants10,11

and transport them in porous media (i.e., colloid-facilitated
transport of contaminants).12−14 The transport of HPs and
HP-associated pollutants in the porous media is primarily
controlled by HP interactions on collector surfaces.15 Hence,
the knowledge of HP−collector surface interaction energies is
of importance to prevent groundwater from being contami-
nated by the HP-associated pollutants.
The Derjaguin−Landau−Verwey−Overbeek (DLVO)

theory predicts that the interaction energy between a colloidal
particle and a surface is dependent on van der Waals (vdW)
attraction and electrical double-layer (DL) interaction. DLVO
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theory is frequently extended to include short-range repulsion
such as hydration and steric repulsion.16,17 Existing theoretical
studies8,18 describe HP interactions by using a subtraction
method to calculate the vdW energy (UvdW) as vdW attraction
is a volume force. Specifically, the vdW energy between a HP
and a surface has been taken as UvdW

out − UvdW
in , where UvdW

out and
UvdW

in are the vdW energies for the exterior and interior
geometries, respectively, of a solid particle (SP) with the same
composition as that of the HP shell. These calculations showed
that hollowing an SP leads to a significant reduction of the
vdW attraction only when the separation distance between the
HP and the surface is large. Therefore, increasing the size of
the hollow interior of the HP can significantly reduce
secondary-minimum depth (Usec) but has a minor influence
on interaction energy barrier (Umax) and primary-minimum
depth (Upri). In contrast to the vdW force, the DL interaction
and short-range forces such as hydration are surface forces
which are not affected by the interior surface of the HP if the
interior is isolated from the bulk solution.
In this work, the Hamaker approach19 is used to show that

the aforementioned subtraction method is valid for calculating
vdW energies only for HPs when the interior and exterior
fluids are the same (e.g., water-filled HP, denoted as WHPs).
Furthermore, we develop expressions that can be used to
calculate vdW energies for HPs whose interiors are filled with
air (AHPs). We demonstrate that because of the reduced
attraction to a collector, the mobility of AHPs in the
environment can be enhanced in comparison to WHPs and
especially SPs. The primary and secondary energy wells and
attachment can disappear for AHPs when their shells are thin.
These theoretical results are supported by experimental
observations in the literature.9,20−22 Although the aggregation
of WHPs is inhibited compared to SPs, the aggregation of
AHPs is enhanced. Our work theoretically advances the
calculation of the interaction energy for HPs, and the findings
have important implications for industrial applications and
environmental risks of HPs.

■ THEORY
DLVO Interaction Energies for WHPs and AHPs. When

evaluating the vdW interaction energy between an SP and a
solid collector in water, we have to consider not only the SP
and the collector but also a particle and a collector of the same
sizes but consisting of water. We denote as follows:

UPC = the vdW energy between the SP (subscript P) and
the solid collector (subscript C) in vacuum.
UPW = the vdW energy between the SP and the water
collector (subscript W) in vacuum.
UWC = the vdW energy between the water particle and
the solid collector in vacuum.
UWW = the vdW energy between the water particle and
the water collector in vacuum.
UP = the vdW energy for the SP in water at infinity.
Uw = the vdW energy for the water particle in water at
infinity.
UC = the vdW energy for the solid collector in water at
infinity.

Values of UPC, UPW, UWC, and UWW are functions of
separation distance between the SP and the collector, whereas
UP and UC are constants. When the SP is brought from infinity
to the neighborhood of the solid collector, the energy of the
particle will change from UP to UP + UPC − UPW. Note that

while bringing the SP toward the solid collector, we have to
move a water particle toward infinity at the same time. The
corresponding energy of the water particle will change from
UW + UWC − UWW to UW. Therefore, the vdW energy between
the SP and the solid collector (i.e., the energy change due to
variation in separation distance between them) in water is

U U U U UvdW PC WW PW WC= + − − (1)

According to eq 1, the value of vdW energy between the
outer particle of a HP and the collector UvdW

out can be written as

U U U U UvdW
out

PC
out

WW
out

PW
out

WC
out= + − − (2)

The expression used to calculate the vdW energy between
the inner particle of the HP and the collector UvdW

in is

U U U U UvdW
in

PC
in

WW
in

PW
in

WC
in= + − − (3)

The expression used to calculate the vdW energy UvdW
between a WHP and a solid collector in water thus is

U U U U U U U

U U

U U

( ) ( ) ( )

( )
vdW PC

out
PC
in

WW
out

WW
in

PW
out

PW
in

WC
out

WC
in

vdW
out

vdW
in

= − + − − −

− −

= − (4)

Equation 4 was adopted in the literature8,18 for vdW energy
calculations. It shows that the vdW energy for the WHP
becomes zero in the limit when the inner particle size
approaches that of the outer particle, that is, the particle
becomes a complete water particle.
If the interior of the HP is vacuum, the vdW energy between

the HP and the solid collector in water has to be calculated
using the following expression:

U U U U U U U

U U U U

( ) ( )vdW PC
out

PC
in

WW
out

PW
out

PW
in

WC
out

vdW
out

vdW
in

WW
in

WC
in

= − + − − −

= − + − (5)

The difference between eqs 4 and 5 is that UWW
out − UWW

in and
UWC

out − UWC
in are adopted in the former equation, whereas UWW

out

and UWC
out are used in the latter equation. This is because when

bringing the WHP toward the solid collector, we at the same
time only cause a hollow water particle (i.e., with the same
shape as that of the solid part of the HP) to move toward
infinity. In contrast, when we bring the HP with vacuum
interior toward the solid collector, we at the same time cause a
nonhollow water particle (with the same size as that of the
outer particle) to move toward infinity.
The vdW energy between an AHP and a solid collector in

water can be calculated by the follow equation:

U U U U U

U U U U

U U U U U U

( )

( )
vdW PC

out
PC
in

PC
in,air

WW
out

PW
out

PW
in

PW
in,air

WC
out

vdW
out

vdW
in

WW
in

WC
in

PC
in,air

PW
in,air

= − + +

− − + −

= − + − + −
(6)

where UPC
in,air or UPW

in,air is the vdW energy between the air particle
of the AHP and the solid collector or the water collector in
vacuum. UPC

in,air and UPW
in,air can be omitted in eq 6 because the

vdW energy, which is proportional to the atomic densities of
the interacting bodies,19 of air is so much lower than those of
water and solids. Consequently, the expressions used to
calculate the vdW energy for the HP with air and vacuum
inside yield the same results. Equation 5 was used later in the
paper for calculating the vdW energies for AHPs.
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In this work, the total interaction energy (UT) for a HP was
considered as the sum of UvdW, DL interaction energy (UDL),
and short-range repulsion. The short-range repulsion was
evaluated by determining the Born potential energy (UBR).

23

The DL and Born repulsion energies between the WHP or
AHP and the solid collector surface are equal to those between
the outer particle of the WHP or AHP and the surface (i.e.,
UDL = UDL

out and UBR = UBR
out).18 Therefore, the expressions used

to calculate the total interaction energies for WHP and AHP
are written as

U U U U U

U U (for WHP)
T vdW

out
vdW
in

DL
out

BR
out

T
out

vdW
in

= − + +

= − (7)

U U U U U U U

U U U U (for AHP)
T vdW

out
vdW
in

WW
in

WC
in

DL
out

BR
out

T
out

vdW
in

WW
in

WC
in

= − + − + +

= − + − (8)

It is worthwhile mentioning that the expressions used to
calculate UvdW

in , UWW
in , and UWC

in all have the form of
−APWC f(H), −AWW f(H), and −AWC f(H), respectively, where
f(H) is a function determined only by the geometrical data for
an interaction configuration (e.g., size and shape of the particle,
separation distance H between the particle and the collector).
APWC, AWW, and AWC are Hamaker constants for particle−
water−collector, water−water, and water−collector systems,
respectively.
The eqs 4, 5, 7, and 8 are general expressions developed

without using specific assumptions about the functional form
of the vdW energy for WHPs and AHPs. The equations
present expressions for calculating the vdW energies for HPs
with different fillings by using the Hamaker approach.
Alternatively, the Lifshitz approach24 can be used to calculate
the vdW interactions. In the Lifshitz approach, the Hamaker
constant is derived in terms of bulk properties such as their
dielectric constants and refractive indices.7 Hamaker or Lifshitz
approaches should provide similar results. For example, the
Lifshitz approach also predicts that the Hamaker constants for
the HP with air and vacuum inside are similar because the
dielectric properties of air and vacuum are similar.
The interaction energy components on the right side of eqs

4, 5, 7, and 8 for a given WHP or AHP with a collector surface
can be determined using approaches such as Derjaguin
approximation (DA), surface element integration (SEI), and
grid surface integration (GSI) techniques.25−27 In the
following section, we will use the SEI technique to calculate
the vdW energy for spherical and cylindrical WHPs and AHPs.
Although the DA technique cannot accurately calculate the
interaction energies for nanoparticles, the SEI technique has
overcome the limitations of the DA technique and can give
accurate estimation of the interaction energy between a planar
surface and a particle of any size and shape.25 The GSI
technique is similar to the SEI technique and can be used to
calculate the interaction energy in the presence of surface
charge heterogeneity.27

Calculation of Total Interaction Energy for Spherical
and Cylindrical WHPs and AHPs. Interaction of a spherical
or cylindrical WHP or AHP with a planar surface is
schematically illustrated in Figure 1. For the interaction of a
cylindrical HP with a planar surface, various orientations are
possible. We only considered that the cylindrical HPs were
oriented parallel or perpendicular to the planar surface (i.e.,
side-on or end-on orientations, respectively). Cylindrical HPs

can stably attach on a planar surface in two limiting
orientations in the presence of flow. Stable attachment may
occur for other orientations if aggregation or deformation
occurs. However, we did not consider the aggregation and
deformation of the cylindrical HPs. The Cartesian coordinate
system was employed for the aforementioned interaction
configurations. The xy plane of the coordinate system was
oriented superposing the flat surface. The z-axis passes through
the spherical HP center or superposes the central line of the
cylindrical HP for the end-on orientation. The xz plane passes
through the central line of the cylindrical HP, and the yz plane
bisects the cylindrical HP into two equal segments for the side-
on orientation. The outer surfaces of the spherical and
cylindrical HPs were discretized into small area elements (dS).
The value of UT

out for a spherical HP can be calculated using
the following equation18,25

U H E h S

E H R R x y

E H R R x y A

n k( ) ( ) d

( ( ( ) )

( ( ) )) d

S

A

T
out

T

T out out
2 2 2

T out out
2 2 2

∑

∑

= ·

= + − − +

− + + − + (9)

where ET is the differential interaction energy between an area
element dS on the outer surface of the spherical HP and the
planar surface, H is the separation distance between the HP
and the planar surface, h is the local separation distance

Figure 1. Coordinate systems used to describe (a) spherical or (b)
cylindrical HP interacting with a planar surface. Part (a2) is a front
view image of part (a1). Parts (b1) and (b2) show two different
configurations of the cylindrical particle with the planar surface. Rout
and Rin are the radii of the outer and inner spheres of the spherical
HP, respectively, D is the shell thickness of the spherical HP, Lout and
Lin are the outer and inner lengths of the cylindrical HP, respectively,
aout and ain are the outer and inner radii of the cylindrical HP,
respectively, dS is a differential area element on the HP surface, k is
the unit vector directed toward the positive z axis, n is the outward
unit normal to the particle surface, dA is the projected area of dS on
the planar surface, h is the distance between dS and dA, and H is the
separation distance between the HP and the planar surface.
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between the element dS and the planar surface, n is a unit
vector outward normal to the outer surface of the spherical
HP, k is a unit vector along the positive z-direction, S is the
total surface area of the outer surface of the spherical HP, A is
the total projected area of the outer surface of the spherical HP
on the planar surface, Rout is the outer radius of the spherical
HP, and dA is the projected area of dS on the planar surface.
The expressions used to calculate UT

out for the cylindrical HP
are

U H E H a a y

E H a a y A

( ) ( ( )

( )) d

(side on orientation)

A
T
out

T out out
2 2

T out out
2 2

∑= + − −

− + + −

‐ (10)

U H E H E H L S( ) ( ( ) ( ))

(end on orientation)
T
out

T T out out
end= − +

‐ (11)

where aout is the outer radius of the cylindrical HP, Lout is the
outer length of the cylindrical HP, and Sout

end is the area of the
top or bottom surface of the outer particle of the cylindrical
HP.
The differential interaction energy ET was calculated by

adding EvdW, EDL, and EBR. The following expressions were
used to calculate EvdW, EDL, and EBR

18,28,29

E h
A

h
( )

12vdW
PWC

2π
= −

(12)

E h h
h

( )
2

( )(1 coth )
2

sinhDL
0

p
2

c
2 p c

Ä

Ç

ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ

É

Ö

ÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑ
εε κ

ψ ψ κ
ψ ψ

κ
= + − +

(13)

E h
A H

h
( )

48BR
PWC 0

6

8π
=

(14)

where APWC is the combined Hamaker constant of the
interacting media, ε0 is the dielectric permittivity of vacuum,
ε is the dielectric constant of water, κ is the inverse Debye
screening length, ψp and ψc are the surface potentials of the
outer HP and the planar surface, respectively, and H0 is the
minimum separation distance, taken as 0.158 nm.17 Note that
the constant surface potential (CSP) boundary condition was
assumed in eq 13 for calculating the DL energy.
The procedure used to calculate the UvdW

in is similar to that
for calculating UvdW

out , which is written as

U H E H R R x y

E H R R x y

A

( ) ( ( ( ) )

( ( ) ))

d (for spherical HP)

A
vdW
in

vdW out in
2 2 2

vdW out in
2 2 2

∑= + − − +

− + + − +

(15)

U H E H a a y

E H a a y A

( ) ( ( )

( )) d

(for side on orientation)

A
vdW
in

vdW out in
2 2

vdW out in
2 2

∑= + − −

− + + −

‐ (16)

Figure 2. vdW energy profiles for a planar surface interacting with a (a) 100 or (b) 1000 nm spherical silica (1) WHP or (2) AHP of different ratios
of Rin to Rout. Rin/Rout = 0 represents SPs. The spherical AHP becomes a spherical air bubble, and the WHP disappears for Rin/Rout = 1. Note the
change in the scale of the x- and y-axes among the various graphs.
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U H E H E H L S( ) ( ( ) ( ))

(for end on orientation)
vdW
in

vdW vdW in in
end= − +

‐ (17)

where Rin and ain are the inner radii of the spherical and
cylindrical HPs, respectively, Lin is the inner length of the
cylindrical HP, Sin

end is the area of the top or bottom surface of
the inner particle of the cylindrical HP, and A refers to the total
projected area of the inner surface of the spherical or
cylindrical HP on the planar surface. Equations 15−17 can
also be used to calculate UWW

in and UWC
in ; however, instead of

using APWC to calculate EvdW, we have to use AWW and AWC to
calculate EvdW for UWW

in and UWC
in of AHPs, respectively.

Unless otherwise specified, the shell compositions of the
spherical HPs were assumed to be silica. Silica was adopted
because it is one of the most widely used materials for
fabricating spherical HPs.30,31 Some results for carbon-based
cylindrical HPs and spherical zero-valent iron (ZVI) HPs are
given in the Supporting Information. The planar collector
surface was assumed to have the same properties as those of a
quartz surface. The DLVO interaction energies/forces between
the spherical and cylindrical HPs and the planar surface were
calculated at an ionic strength (IS) of 1, 10, 100, and 200 mM
NaCl. DLVO energies are expressed in kT-units, where k is the
Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute temperature taken as
293.15 K. The zeta potentials of silica HPs, CNTs, and quartz
in NaCl at different IS were taken from Wang et al.32,33 and
Shen et al.34 (see Table S1 of the Supporting Information).
The zeta potentials of ZVI HPs were assumed to be zero. The
measurement of Sun et al.35 showed that the zeta potentials of
ZVI particles decreased with increasing solution pH, which
reached zero at about pH 8.2 (i.e., the isoelectric point). The
values of the Hamaker constant for the water−water (AWW),

particle−water (APW), water−collector (AWC), and particle−
water−collector (APWC) systems are shown in Table S2 of the
Supporting Information.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

vdW Energies between a HP and a Planar Surface.
Figure 2 shows the vdW energy profiles for a planar surface
interacting with a 100 or 1000 nm spherical silica SP and HPs
(WHPs and AHPs) of different ratios of Rin to Rout. As
expected, the value of UvdW decreases monotonically (i.e.,
becomes more negative) with a decreasing separation distance
for the SPs. The vdW energies for the WHPs are similar to
those of SPs at very short separation distances (e.g., <1 nm)
even if the shells of the WHPs are very thin. The result
indicates that the value of UvdW between a SP and a surface is
primarily determined by a small fraction of the SP closest to
the surface. At moderate separation distances (e.g., between 1
and 15 nm), increasing the value of Rin/Rout slightly increases
the value of UvdW for the WHPs. The aforementioned results
explain why increasing the value of Rin/Rout has minor
influence on the values of Upri and Umax but can significantly
reduce Usec for a WHP, as have been shown in Shen et al.18

The reduction of Usec with an increasing value of Rin/Rout will
be more significant if the retardation effect of vdW energy36 at
large separation distances is considered instead of using the
nonretarded eq 12. However, as the trend for the variation of
Usec with Rin/Rout does not change, only eq 12 is used later in
the paper for the calculation of vdW energy. When Rin is equal
to Rout, the WHP disappears, and the water inside the WHP
becomes a part of the bulk solution. In this case, the UvdW

out is
equal to UvdW

in and the value of UvdW in eq 4 becomes zero for
the WHPs.

Figure 3. IEPs for a planar surface interacting with a 100 nm spherical silica (1) WHP or (2) AHP with values of Rin/Rout equal to 0.9 in (a) and
0.996 in (b) at different ISs. Note the change in the scale of the x- and y-axes among the various graphs.
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Figure 2 shows that UvdW is positive (i.e., repulsive) for the
AHPs when the value of Rin/Rout is above a critical value. As
shown in eq 5, the value of UvdW for an AHP with a collector
surface is equal to the sum of UvdW

out − UvdW
in (i.e., vdW energy

for a WHP) and UWW
in − UWC

in . The value of UvdW
out − UvdW

in is
negative and slightly decreases with increasing Rin/Rout until
reaching zero at Rin = Rout as shown above. The value of UWW

in

− UWC
in , on the other hand, is positive and increases with

increasing Rin/Rout (the maximum value is UWW
out − UWC

out ).
Therefore, at a critical value of Rin/Rout, the vdW energy for the
AHP becomes zero. When the Rin/Rout of the AHP is above
this critical value, the value of vdW energy for the HP becomes
positive. For a given value of Rin/Rout above the critical ratio,
there exists a critical separation distance where the value of
UvdW reaches a repulsive maximum, below and above which the
value of UvdW decreases until it reaches negative infinity (at a
zero separation distance) and zero (when the separation
distance is infinite), respectively. Such a nonmonotonic
variation of UvdW with a separation distance is due to the

repulsive vdW energy between the air particle inside the AHP
and the surface becomes more significant than the attractive
vdW energy between the thin shell of the AHP and the surface
at large separation distances, and the repulsive vdW energy of
the air particle increases more rapidly with a decreasing
separation distance compared to the attractive vdW energy of
the AHP shell. However, the attractive vdW energy of the shell
becomes dominant again at very small separation distances
even if the shell is thin. At Rin/Rout = 1, the AHP becomes an
air particle and the repulsive vdW energy between the air
particle and planar surface increases monotonically with
decreasing separation distance, and no attraction occurs at
any separation distance. As the vdW energy is attractive at Rin/
Rout = 0 and the vdW energy is repulsive at Rin/Rout = 1, there
always exists a critical value of Rin/Rout between 0 and 1 at
which the vdW energy is equal to zero for the AHP,
irrespective of the specific value of the Hamaker constant
used. However, the critical value of Rin/Rout increases with
increasing the value of APP, as shown in Figure S1 of the

Figure 4. Calculated values of Upri, Umax, and Usec for a planar surface interacting with (a) 100 and (b) 1000 nm spherical silica WHPs (hollow
symbols) or AHPs (solid symbols) with different inner radii under various IS conditions (spherical, 1 mM; diamond, 10 mM; triangle, 100 mM;
square, 200 mM). The values of Upri, Umax, and Usec for the 100 and 1000 nm silica SPs (solid lines) are also shown.
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Supporting Information. Figure S2 shows similar trends for the
variation of UvdW with Rin/Rout and a separation distance for
the cylindrical WHPs and AHPs by using the Hamaker
constant of carbon for the calculations.
Total Interaction Energies between a HP and a

Planar Surface. Figure 3 presents total DLVO interaction
energy profiles (IEPs) between a planar surface and a 100 nm
spherical silica AHP or WHP with Rin/Rout equal to 0.9 or
0.996 at different solution ISs. The IEPs for the WHP at Rin/
Rout = 0.9 are similar to those of the 100 nm spherical silica SP
shown in Figure S3 of the Supporting Information. Specifically,
the IEPs of the WHP and SP are characterized by a deep
primary minimum at a small separation distance, a maximum
energy barrier, and a shallow secondary minimum at a larger
distance (denoted as type I IEP) at IS ≤ 100 mM. The shallow
secondary minima in the IEPs are highlighted in Figure S4 of
the Supporting Information. At 200 mM, both the energy
barrier and the secondary minimum disappear, and only the
primary minimum exists in the IEPs of the WHP and SP (type
II). The two types of IEPs have been widely reported in the
literature.37−39 When the value of Rin/Rout is increased to
0.996, the IEP changes from type II to type I because of the
increase of the interaction energy barrier at 200 mM for the
WHP.
For the AHP, two different types of IEPs are present. At Rin/

Rout = 0.9, the secondary minimum disappears, and only

primary minimum and maximum energy barrier are present in
the IEP (type III) at IS ≤ 100 mM (Figure 3b1). At Rin/Rout =
0.996, the interaction energy decreases monotonically with
increasing separation distance (type IV) at all solution ISs,
indicating that the AHP experiences repulsive forces at all
separation distances (Figure 3b2). Obviously, the interaction
energy also decreases monotonically with an increasing
separation distance for the air particle (i.e., Rin/Rout = 1)
because of the existence of repulsive vdW energy at all
separation distances. Such a monotonic decrease of interaction
energy with an increasing separation distance will always occur
for the AHPs when their shells are thin enough, irrespective of
the Hamaker constants of the shell materials. The AHP cannot
be attached on the surface in this case because of the repulsive
forces and absence of energy minima. The type IV IEP has
been shown to be present for SPs only when nanoscale surface
roughness (NSR) is present.39,40

Figure 4 presents the calculated values of Upri, Umax, and Usec
for 100 and 1000 nm SPs and spherical silica HPs (i.e., AHPs
and WHPs) with different values of Rin/Rout at different
solution ISs. The values of Upri and Umax for the 100 nm HPs at
Rin/Rout ≤ 0.8 and for the 1000 nm HPs at Rin/Rout ≤ 0.9 are
similar to those of SPs. For the 100 nm HP at Rin/Rout > 0.8
and the 1000 nm HP at Rin/Rout > 0.9, the values of Upri and
Umax decrease and increase with increasing Rin/Rout,
respectively. The trend for the variation of Usec with Rin/Rout
is similar to that of Upri with Rin/Rout for the 100 and 1000 nm
HPs. However, the critical values of Rin/Rout at which the Usec

Figure 5. Calculated adhesive torque (TA) normalized by a
hydrodynamic drag torque (TH) as a function of Rin/Rout for a planar
surface interacting with the (a) 100 and (b) 1000 nm spherical silica
WHPs (hollow symbols) and AHPs (solid symbols) under various IS
conditions (spherical, 1 mM; diamond, 10 mM; triangle, 100 mM;
square, 200 mM). Soil lines represent values of TA/TH for the 100 and
1000 nm spherical silica SPs and dashed line represents TA/TH = 1.

Figure 6. vdW energy profiles between two 1000 nm spherical silica
(a) AHPs or (b) WHPs of different ratios of Rin to Rout. Rin/Rout = 0
represents SPs. The AHP becomes a spherical air bubble, and the
WHP disappears for Rin/Rout = 1. Note the change in the scale of the
x- and y-axes between the two graphs.
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begins to decrease (0.4 and 0.5 for the 100 and 1000 nm HPs,
respectively) are smaller than those for the Upri. The decrease
of Upri and Usec and the increase of Umax with increasing Rin/
Rout are more rapid for the AHPs than for the WHPs because
of more significant increase of vdW energy (i.e., less attractive
or even repulsive) for the AHPs. These results indicate that the
attachment in primary and secondary minima is inhibited when
the shell thicknesses of the HPs are small, especially for
spherical AHPs. Similarly, the cylindrical AHPs are also less
readily attached in the primary and secondary minima
compared to the cylindrical WHPs for both side-on and end-
on orientations (cf., Figure S5 of the Supporting Information).
In particular, both primary and secondary minima disappear,
and the attachment cannot occur at all considered ISs when
the shells of the cylindrical AHPs are thin (e.g., Rin/Rout >
0.99). Notably, the results of Figures 4 and S5 were obtained
by assuming the CSP boundary condition for calculating the
DL interaction energy; yet, the trend for the variation of Upri,
Umax, and Usec with Rin/Rout for the WHPs and AHPs does not

change if linearized superposition approximation (LSA)41

approach was adopted for the DL energy calculations (see
Figure S6 in the Supporting Information). Therefore, only the
CSP condition is used for calculating the DL energies later in
the paper. However, for a given value of Rin/Rout, the primary
and secondary minimum attachments are reduced for the
WHPs and AHPs under the LSA condition compared to those
under the CSP condition. This is because the DL interaction
energy is more repulsive under the LSA condition than the
CSP condition. Although the constant surface charge (CSC)
approach has also been used for determining the DL energy,
this boundary condition requires that the potentials of
interacting surfaces tend to reach infinity as they approach
each other.42 Therefore, the CSC approach cannot accurately
determine the DL energies at small separation distances.43

Our results are qualitatively consistent with Lifshitz theory,
which predicts repulsive vdW interactions between air and
silica.44 The results are also consistent with experimental
observations of complete breakthrough (i.e., no attachment)

Figure 7. Calculated values of Upri, Umax, and Usec between two 1000 nm spherical silica (a) WHPs or (b) AHPs with different ratios of Rin to Rout
under various IS conditions (spherical, 200 mM; diamond, 100 mM; triangle, 10 mM; square, 1 mM). The values of Upri, Umax, and Usec between
two 1000 nm silica SPs (solid lines) were also shown.
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for the transport of bubbles through quartz sand media22 and
insignificant attachment of single-walled CNTs during trans-
port in porous media.2,9,45 The attachment of CNTs in porous
media was not completely inhibited2,9 likely because the single-
walled CNTs were WHPs rather than AHPs because of the
possible imbibition of water into the CNTs. The attachment of
CNTs would be further reduced if caps are used to close the
ends of the cylindrical, single-walled CNT,46 which would
prevent the imbibition of water. In addition, the presence of
physical and chemical heterogeneities on soil surfaces can
cause attractive DL energy between the CNTs and surfaces,
which could exceed the repulsive vdW energy and thus
increase the attachment.47 Possible deformation of single-
walled CNTs may also increase the attachment. For multi-
walled CNTs, the energy wells and attachment are more
significant than single-walled CNTs because of an increase of
the shell thickness.48−51

A reduction of attachment and an increase of detachment for
HPs occur when Upri becomes similar in magnitude to the
average kinetic energy of a colloid (1.5 kT). In this case, HPs
can readily escape from shallow primary energy wells by
Brownian diffusion. Moreover, if flow is present, a HP also
cannot attach in a primary minimum when the adhesive torque
is smaller than the applied hydrodynamic torque.52,53 Figure 5
compares adhesive torques (TA) for 100 and 1000 nm
spherical silica WHPs and AHPs of various shell thicknesses
at different ISs when a hydrodynamic drag torque (TH) is
applied that is typical for a groundwater flow velocity of 7 m/d
in a coarse textured porous medium.54 Details for the
calculation of TA and TH are shown in the Supporting
Information. Figure 5 shows that the trend for the variation of
TA with Rin/Rout is similar to that of Upri with Rin/Rout in Figure
4 because the primary minimum depth determines both the
adhesive force and torque on a smooth surface.7 Specifically,
the value of TA decreases with increasing Rin/Rout above a
critical value for the WHPs and AHPs. However, the value of
TA is still larger than TH for the WHPs even if the value of Rin/
Rout is close to 1. In contrast, the value of TA becomes smaller
than TH when the value of Rin/Rout is larger than 0.99 and
0.999 for the 100 and 1000 nm AHPs, respectively. Therefore,
the silica AHPs cannot be attached in these cases. The range of
Rin/Rout at which TA/TH ≤ 1 will be much larger for the AHPs
if NSR is present on the collector surface because the NSR can
significantly reduce the primary minimum depth and
accordingly the adhesive force and torque.55−57

The fabrication of nanomaterials with the AHP structure
could potentially be exploited for soil remediation because
their reduced or even repulsive vdW energy inhibits attach-
ment in primary and secondary minima. For example, although
ZVI SPs have been shown to be very effective for the treatment
of a variety of pollutants,58 the use of ZVI SPs for in situ
remediation of contaminated soil is limited because of their
very low mobility in the soil.59,60 The low mobility of ZVI in
soil occurs because the absence of an energy barrier between
ZVI SPs and negatively charged soil grain surfaces produces
favorable attachment conditions. However, if a ZVI particle is
hollow and air filled, then an energy barrier appears for
spherical ZVI AHPs with small shell thickness and attachment
changes from favorable to unfavorable (see Figure S7). The
presence of the energy barrier is solely due to the repulsive
vdW energy as the DL energy is attractive for ZVI particles by
assuming zero zeta potentials for the ZVI particles and using
the CSP condition for calculations. No secondary minimum

exists for all shell thicknesses because of the attractive DL
energy. The secondary minimum is present because the vdW
attraction decreases more slowly with an increasing separation
distance than the repulsive DL energy.37,38 The primary
minima also disappear and attachment cannot occur when the
shells of ZVI AHPs are thin. Figure S8 shows that the values of
Umax can be larger than 500 kT for interaction between the
1000 nm ZVI AHPs with thin shells and a planar surface.
These large energy barriers can prevent the ZVI AHP from
being attached at primary minima.55 In contrast, no energy
barrier exists for the 1000 nm ZVI WHP and favorable
attachment will occur at all values of Rin/Rout. The ZVI AHPs
with thin shells therefore show a greater potential for in situ
remediation of contaminated soil than ZVI WHPs because the
presence of repulsive energy barrier produces greater mobility
in subsurface environments. In addition, AHPs with thin shells
experience much lower sedimentation in solution compared to
SPs and WHPs, and this will further enhance their mobility.
Note that the ZVI surface is readily oxidized in the

environment, which will increase the attractive DL energy
because the isoelectric points of iron oxides are larger than that
of ZVI. Accordingly, the mobility of oxidized ZVI AHPs will be
decreased. However, the oxidized ZVI particles are readily
coated with natural organic matter, which is ubiquitous in
subsurface environments.61 This coating can cause negative
zeta potentials for the ZVI AHPs even if the solution pH is
below the isoelectric point.62−64 The coated ZVI AHPs will
have great mobility as both vdW and DL energies are repulsive
and the steric repulsion is present.

Total Interaction Energies between Two HPs. Figure 6
presents the vdW energy profiles between two 1000 nm
spherical silica AHPs or WHPs of different values of Rin/Rout.
Detailed methods used to calculate the vdW interaction
energies between two AHPs and WHPs have been shown in
the Supporting Information. The trend for the variation of
vdW energy between the two WHPs with Rin/Rout is similar to
that between a WHP and a planar surface. In particular, the
vdW energies between the two silica WHPs are similar to those
between the two corresponding SPs at very short separation
distances (e.g., <1 nm) because the vdW energy is mainly
determined by a small fraction of WHPs or SPs when the two
WHPs or SPs are close to each other. At moderate separation
distances (e.g., between 1 and 25 nm), the vdW interaction
energies become less negative when the value of Rin/Rout
increases. When the Rin is equal to Rout, the two WHPs
disappear and the water inside the WHPs becomes part of the
bulk solution. In this case, the value of UvdW is equal to zero
[see eq S6 of the Supporting Information].
Recall that the vdW energy between an AHP and a planar

surface becomes less attractive with increasing Rin/Rout and can
even become repulsive when the Rin/Rout is above a critical
value (e.g., Figure 2). In contrast to the interaction of an AHP
and a planar surface, the vdW energy becomes more negative,
that is, more attractive, with increasing Rin/Rout between the
two AHPs (Figure 6). The two AHPs become air particles
when Rin/Rout = 1, and the value of UvdW reaches a minimum
that is equal to UWW

AA (the vdW energy between two water
particles with sizes equal to the two AHPs in vacuum, see eq
S7). The aggregation of air particles (Rin/Rout = 1) is more
favorable than that of SPs in water because of increased vdW
attraction, which explains why bubble aggregation in liquid is a
favorable process.65,66 The favorable aggregation of air particles
is more significant if the sizes of the air particles are larger
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because the value of UWW
AA is more negative for interaction

between larger particles, which is in agreement with the
experimental observation that aggregation is more significant
for microbubbles than nanobubbles.67 Although the important
role of vdW interactions for bubble interaction has been
experimentally recognized recently,68 our study provides
expression to exactly evaluate the vdW energy between
bubbles. Once the bubbles contact each other, the bubble
coalescence will be driven by the reduction of surface energy.69

Figure 7 shows the calculated values of Upri, Umax, and Usec
between two 1000 nm spherical silica WHPs or AHPs as a
function of Rin/Rout under various IS conditions. The values of
Upri, Umax, and Usec between the two WHPs or AHPs are
similar to those between the two corresponding SPs when the
value of Rin/Rout is small. However, when Rin/Rout is above a
critical value, Upri and Usec decrease and Umax increases with
Rin/Rout between the two WHPs because of a reduction of vdW
attraction. Hence, the aggregation in the primary and
secondary minima with a larger value of Rin/Rout is less likely
for the two WHPs. For the interaction between the two AHPs,
the value of Usec increases with increasing Rin/Rout because of
an increase of vdW attraction. The value of Usec can be
increased to be larger than 10 kTs even at the lowest IS used
(i.e., 1 mM). Bradford et al.54 demonstrated that an energy
depth of 7 kT can essentially prevent colloid detachment by
Brownian diffusion. Therefore, the aggregation in a secondary
minimum is more favored for AHPs compared to SPs and
WHPs. In addition, the value of Umax between the two AHPs
decreases with increasing Rin/Rout above a critical value and can
even disappear at IS ≥ 100 mM when the shells of the AHP are
thin. Accordingly, the 1000 nm AHPs are favored to be
aggregated in a primary minimum in these cases. These results
can explain why AHPs readily aggregate in solutions and
reagents, and why perturbations have to be applied to disperse
them.3,70 The aggregation of AHPs will be further enhanced
when short-range attractions (e.g., hydrophobic interactions
for closed-cap CNTs) exist between the AHPs. The aggregated
AHPs still have low affinity to attach on collector surfaces
because the interaction of an aggregate with a surface is mainly
controlled by those of the primary particles of the aggregate
with the surface.71

Figure S9 shows the calculated values of Upri, Umax, and Usec
between two spherical silica AHPs with different values of Rout
under various IS conditions. The shell thickness of the AHPs
was fixed to be 0.25 nm. The results indicate that microsized
AHPs are more likely to aggregate than nanosized AHPs.
Specifically, only a primary minimum is present for all values of
Rout when IS = 200 mM, and the value of Upri increases with
increasing Rout. Hence, the aggregation of microsized AHPs is
more favorable than for nanosized AHPs. At IS ≤ 100 mM, the
value of Usec increases with increasing Rout. The values of Usec
are larger than 10 kT at all ISs considered for microsized
AHPs. Microsized AHPs are therefore more likely to be
aggregated in a secondary minimum compared to nanosized
AHPs when IS ≤ 100 mM.

■ SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We demonstrated that the subtraction method used in the
literature to calculate the vdW energy between a HP and a
surface is only valid for WHPs and present general expressions
to calculate the vdW energy between an AHP and a planar
surface and between two AHPs. The calculations show that
although only attachment in secondary minima is reduced for

the WHPs compared to SPs, both attachments in primary and
secondary minima are inhibited for AHPs when their shells are
thin. A repulsive energy barrier can even exist between an AHP
and a negatively charged planar surface because of the
repulsive vdW energy, changing the attachment from favorable
to unfavorable. Although aggregation in primary and secondary
minima is reduced for HPs compared to SPs, the aggregation
in primary and secondary minima is enhanced between AHPs
when their shells are thin and thick, respectively.
These findings have important implications for various

applications of HP in porous media. For instance, ZVI, a
potent nanoparticle used for groundwater remediation, usually
shows limited mobility in subsurface media, thereby limiting its
applicability. A ZVI HP with air and a thin iron shell, however,
would show repulsive interactions with a typical subsurface
collector (i.e., quartz) and thus would be much more mobile
than the traditional ZVI SPs.
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